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NetMaster DTR 

 

 The Original NetMaster from Andros is the device that has revolutionized how viticulture han-
dles intrusive wildlife; this system is designed to both, layout and retrieves linear wildlife protection net. 
 

 This device's design features our comprehensive telescoping boom system for retrieval and also 
layout; this provides users the flexibility for adjusting “real time”. In addition, the material is collected 
with our world famous 28” Agri-Spool II, created specifically for net protection, and reuse. 

 

 "No matter what height is required", 
this system has a built in vertical boom which   
allows field technicians the ability to raise and 
lower either layout spool, or collecting funnel, 
achieving the best scope for productive operation. 
 
 Contact us so that we can improve your 
process. 

Example; net on vineyard plants NetMaster retrieving net 

NM01-001 NetMaster 

FEATURES 

Integrated Cat II 3 Pt. adapter. 

Auto Levelwind 

Quick spool load and release 

Safety chair with Safety Belt 

Adjustable Vertical Boom 

4:1 ratio Precision Speed Control 

Open Center Hydraulics w/ 4 gpm flow requirement 

Covers up to 1 acre per hour 

3 Person Team for layout and Retrieval 
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Bird-Netting 

 Maximum protection against pigeons, sparrows or starlings, your Andros Netting Expert 
can assess the situation quickly and customize a program that addresses your requirement.  
 
 Several bird species can be severe pests of fruit grown commercially in the foothills. 
Most damage is caused by birds feeding on ripening fruit, making it unmarketable, but species 
such as house finches and crowned sparrows, blue jays may also invade orchards to feed on 
fruit buds during the dormant season or just prior to bloom, also decreasing yield. Bird      
damage can be particularly    severe in the foothill-growing environment. 
 
 Besides spreading disease and infection, birds can decimate your Fruit production.     
Andros has created safe and effective solutions to control this pest. With over 25 years of    
experience, and research Andros has been the leader for Net protection throughout the United 
States.  
 
 Andros Netting and equipment are used from coast to coast improving production yields.  
Allow us an opportunity to assist you in your endeavor; we would be honored to assist. 

WE OFFER 

Great prices 

#1 specified bird netting by Architects, Contractors, 
Growers 

Quality tested bird net 

Custom cut net sizes 

All bird netting equipment, layout and retrieval  available 
- one stop shop 

Experienced technical stall with over 25-years expertise 

Best quality bird netting in the industry - every net is 
strength tested 


